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SPECIAL TRIPS TO NORTHERN EUROPE

Haikko

ROMANTIC NORDIC
STYLE GETAWAY
Romance is in the air at this Nordic getaway experience!
Enjoy the best of coastal Nordic lifestyle in romantic Haikko Manor

THE MAGICAL HAIKKO MANOR
Historical Haikko Manor is a magical place located in the beautiful sea shore
environment in Finland. It is probably the most famous of all manors in Finland and has been visited by many important cultural and political figures in
the past. Even the Russian imperial family visited Haikko Manor regularly when
they wanted to get away from the everyday stress, hassle and turbulence.

Pamper your body, mind and soul with this 3 days, 2 nights romantic getaway package with luxury spa-treatments, seafood tapas at historical M/S J.L.
Runeberg Gourmet Cruise in the Finnish archipelago, Deep Forest Yoga and
dive into Nordic flavors in Haikko manor restaurants.

If you are looking for
the most romantic and relaxing
holiday experience in
Nordic countries – this is it !

Day 1

Afternoon arrival to Haikko Manor and accommodation in romantic rooms
Take a walk around the Haikko
manor park and beautiful coastline

SUPER COLD
-120 C° treatment

A Special Finnish health
treatment for your body
Pamper yourself in Haikko
Welness Spa and Sauna
Romantic dinner: Finish your day with a
delicious dinner in a romantic manor environment

Day 2

Haikko Spa offers you also an
once-in-a-lifetime Experience:

which is really good for your
body and a great opportunity
for selfie pictures !

Connect with nature with
special Deep Forest Yoga

Delicious Nordic Seafood Tapas tasting
aboard the historical cruise boat.

Guidance by professional
yoga teacher.

Learn about local fish species and
taste different kinds of Nordic fishes
while the boat takes you around one
of the most beautiful archipelagos on
Northern Europe.

Harmonize your body and soul with
special yoga in natural surroundings.
After the yoga in the forest your body feels
restful but highly spirited
Lunch

Finish your day with romantic
dinner in Haikko manor

m/s J.L.Runeberg Gourmet
Cruise in Finnish archipelago
Experience the old world charm
and atmosphere of the 100 years
old cruise ship, J.L. Runeberg

Day 3

Enjoy Nordic Seafood Tapas
aboard historical cruise ship
Breakfast
Relaxation in Haikko gardens
Check out and continue for shopping
in Porvoo or Zsar premium outlet

CONTACT

Address: Haikkoontie 114, 06400 Porvoo

Tel: +358-(0)19–576 01

Website: www.haikko.fi/en

